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There are many different types of measurements that require. q continuous time history of x-ray emission
that can be provided with an x-ra~’streak camera. In order to properly analyze the images that are recorded
with the x-ray streak cameras operated m Nova, it is important to account for the streak characterization of
each camera. We have performed a number of calibrations of the streak cameras both a-i the bench as well as
with Nova disk target shots where we use a time modulated laser intensity profile (self-beating of the laser)
cn the target to generate an x-ray comb. We have measured the streak camera sweep direction and spatial
offset, curvature of the electron optics, sweep rate, and magnification and resolution of the electron optics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

X-ray streak cameras record x-rays by converting them to electrons, and focusing and sweeping the
eIectrons across an electron sensitive detector as a function of time. X-rays that are incident m the
photocathode generate photo-electrons. These electrons are accelerated to 13 keV, and they are focused using
electron optics onto a phosphor screen or microchamel plate detector. This l-dimensional image that is then
imaged by the electron optics is swept across the phosphor screen in time by a voltage pulse applied to sweep
deflection plates at the anode aperture of the focusing optics. For the case of a phosphor screen, the phosphor
fluoresces, resulting in an optical image that is then intensified and recorded m film. For the case of a
microchannel plate, the electrons are detected by the microchannel plate, and an image is created by the
cascade of electrons inside the microchannel plate POX= =iting a phosphor ~ behind the microchannel .

plate.
There are several aspects of the perfo rmance of an x-ray streak camera that must be characterized in

order to analyze streaked data in a quantitative way. Some characterization maybe done m the bench using a
low intensity DC x-ray source, such as the photocathode flat-field and the resolution of the electron~ptics.

When an x-ray streak camera is mn m a high power laser target shot to record data such as a time-
resolved spectrum of x-ray emission from the plasma, however, it is important to understand and characterize
the performance of the streak camera m a dynamic mode rather than just in a static mode. There may be
electric and magnetic fields that affect the streak camera in a particular configuration when the laser beams
arrive at the target, or due to the presence of other diagnostics with permanent magnets.

2. STREAK CAMERA CHARACTERIZATION

X-ray streak cameras are used m Nova target shots fielded in six-inch manipulator (SIM) re-entrant
diagnostic tubes [1]. We have made modifications to the commercially available Kentech [2] design to
facilitate their use ‘m these SIM tubes. T&se cameras (SSCs) may be run in many different configurations. Not
only may each camera may be run m different SIM locations, but the deflection plate-sweep voltage pulse may
be generated either with an on-board pulse generator or an external pulse generator that is located in a rack-



mounted unit extern~ to tie Nova target chamber. In addition, each pulse generator ~Y be m with a
different rise-time to generate a range of sweep rates for the streak cameras.

We have used disk target shots in order to characterize the performance of the s~e~ camenw in
different SIM configurations. We configure each streak camera with a gold photocathode, a 0.25 nmn time
resolution slit, and 1 mm beryllium and 50 pm titanium fiitering. We place a slit array consisting of 5(! pxn wide
slits 1.s mm apart in front of the photocathode (Fig. 1), and then insert the streak camera into the Nova target
chamber to record x-ray emission from a gold disk target- h this Confbration, the slit array is 2 mm in front of.
the phothocathode, which sits 48 cm from the disk ta;get.
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Figure 1: Setup of the SSCs for characterization Figure 2: Laser pulse shape used to generate an
m-rNova disk target shots. x-ray comb with a gold disk target shot on Nova.

The gold disk is irradiated with a 5 ns laser pulse that has a temporal modulation generated with a 30
mm etalon inserted into the laser oscillator cavity to make the laser pulse beat. The average intensity m the.

disk target is 1-2x1014 W/cm?, with a self beating period of 286 ps, as shown with the 10 laser pulse in Fig. 2.
We record the x-ray emission incident cn the photocathode of the streak camera through the s 1i t

apertures in front of the photocathode. One example of the streak camera data is shown in Figure 3. Here,
SSC-3 was run in SIM-7 on Nova. Time on this image sweeps vertically, shown in the figure.
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Figure 3 Film image of the streak recorded to
calibrate SK-4 in SIM-7 using a disk target shot.
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Figure 4: Polynomial fits showing the cuwahrre
of the streak data due to the electron optics.

Detailed analysis of the streak image provides calibration information for the streak camera sweep
rate, sweep direction and spatial offset, resolution of the electron optics as a function of position along the
photocathode, and electron optics curvature. We discuss the characterization in detail below using this streak
record as an example.



2.1 Sweepdirection

.

*

The sweep direction is important for analyzing data such as spectral data. For experiments that are
designed to look at the shapes and positions of specific lies as a function of time, it is important to resolve
apparent line shifts due to the sweep direction vs. real line shifts due to atomic physics.

The sweep direction is obtained from the emission recorded through a single slit as a function of time.
The sweep direction should be square m the phosphor screen, but may not be, due to effects such as magnetic
fields in the target chamber. We define the center of the phosphor screen as x=y=-o. We then measure the x and
y coordinates cwrespondmg to the peak in x-ray emission at each beat and for each slit aperture. For the
example of SSC-4 in SIM-7, the sweep direction is tilted 1.3° relative to the phosphor screen and film.

2.2 Curvature of the election optics

The full time-space information obtained by measuring the x, y positions of the peaks of x-ray emission
recorded on the phosphor screen during each beat of the laser provides a picture of the curvature of the swept
image. Figure 4 shows the measured positions of the peak x-ray emission in the time direction corresponding to
4 different bursts of x-rays in the x-ray comb, as shown in the streak image in Fig. 3.

The signal that is recorded from a single burst of x-rays appears as a cumed band on the film [3]. The
curvature of the data is a result of the three components that add to give the overall curvature. First, the path
for x-rays to reach the photocathode varies with position along the photocathode. For the case when the SSC
is used with an imaging pinhole or without any snout, the path for x-rays to the center of the pho[ocathodc is
shortest. The extra path length to different positions along the photocathode varies approximately
quad raticall y with distance away from the center of the photocathode. This accounts for <1 ps overall t imc
delay in x-ray transit time to the photocathodc for the SSCS used on Nova.

Second, electrons from different posit ions along ihe photocathodc pass through the anode aperture and
sweep plates at a range of angles different angles. Electrons from the center oi the photocathode have t h c
shortest path length between the deflection plates. The path kwgt h increases for electrons generated at t hc>
ends of the photocathode. kcauw the electrons drift from tlw anode apert urc to thc phosphor screen wit bout
further focusing, the time bet wcwn the deflection plates is proportional to Ik path length, which va rics
quadratically with the position away from the center of the phosphor screen. This perturbation due to t h c

. path length is a small effect, contributing only a few (<2) ps.
Third, the time delay for electrons to reach the anode apcrt urc due to the focusing geometry of t h t’

electron optics varies with position along the photocathode. By tracing the field lines from Ihe photocathod(>
to the anode apcrt ure, wc measure the time distribution for elections to arrive at the sweep deflection plates.
For the SSCS, the arrival times for electrons generated at different positions along the photocathodc vary
approximately quadratically with distance from the ‘ccntcr of the pho!ocathodc [4]. The delay of the a rriva 1
of electrons due to the field lines within the focusing optics means that electrons generated simultaneously from
different positions cn the photocathode arrive at the deflection plates at different times. When the sweep
voltage is changing, this results in deflection of the electrons from the ends of the photocathode as if they were
generated later in time, and the swept image appears curved.

The dominant effect of the sweep curvature is the dela y from the electron trajectory path differences in
the focusing optics. Electrons generated at the ends of the photocathode (15 mm from the center) may take as
much as 70 ps longer to reach the anode aperture than those generated at the center of the photocathodc. As a
result, the overall curvature varies with sweep rate.

The curvature of the image maybe fit by a parabola of the form

y=a(x–b)z+c

For the case of SSC-4 in SIM-7 we fit the parameters a, b, and c for each of the modulations in the x-ra y
comb. These parameters provide a definition of the curvature, which is a constant independent of sweep rate i f
it is expressed in terms of time. In the example of SSC-4 in SIM-7, above, the curvature u is 0.19 ps/mm2.

2.3 Sweeprate and offset

The parabolic fit parameters also define the SWeep rate as dc/df. The etalon that is inserted into the



laser oscillator cavity generates a self-beating in the laser with a fixed @OCI of 286 ps. By plotting c a$ a
function of time, we may do a finear fit for the average sweep rate @lg. s), III this case, the sweep rate is 131
ps/mm. lle rate measured as At/At for each puke varies as a function of position on the phosphor. ‘Ms is also
shown in Fig. 5. Note that the average rate is consistent with the linear fit,
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Figure 5: Linear fit of position vs. time for the Figure & Streak image from SSC-2 in SIM-6
x-ray comb pulses. Sweep rate is overlaid. showing the offset dw to magnetic fields.

Any spatial offset in the image due to the response of the electron trajectories in the sweep tube from
external field effects may affect the quality of data if not properly accoun{cd for. An example is when SSC-2 in
used in SIM-6 on Nova. External magnetic fields due to the permanent magnet on the Dante diagnostic [5] cause
the image to bc shifted as much as 8 nun al the phosphor sncen (Fig. 6). Without accurate knowledge of this
offset, data near one end of the photocathode slit may Lw lost. There is not a significant offset b the examp IG
of SSC-t in SIM-7.

2.3 Magnification and resolution of the electron oplics

Spatial Iimmuts of the streak rword at a fixed tinw provide information m Ihc electron optics
magnification and resolution. We performed lincouts at a time corrmponding 10 the ccnlcr of the phosphor
screen, y=O. The separation of the slits is 1.50 MM at the photocat hod{,. The scpara iion of the slit images m
the phosphor screen indicates that there is an overall magnification in the electron optics from 1.2-1.4. This
magnification as a function of position is shown in f3g. 7.
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Figure 7 Magnification and resolution as a
function of position on the phosphor screen,
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Figure 8 DC resotuti”” of W-1 configured with
an image intensifier vs. micmchamel plate.



By fitting the fineouts of x-ray MIOn recmdsd through each sfit with a gaussisn profile convoIved
with the 50 @ width of the sfits, we obtain resolution as a function of pmsition alOng fie phOtocathode slit.
This is shown in Fig. 8. In this example, the streak camera resolution is better than 150 m over a length of
about 15 mm at the phosphor, mmespondmg to about lZ mm at the photocathode. Note that the resolution of
another camera, SSC-1, is shown in thii figure with both an optical image intensifier ~d a microchannel
plate, as discussed below.

3. MICROCHANNEL PLATE BASED STREAK CAMERA

X-ray streak cameras that are used cm Nova target experiments sometimes show a high level x-ray
background. Tests that were done where the phosphor in the streak tube was rubbed off indicated that much of
this background was due to the interaction of hard x-rays with the phosphor. The fluorescence in the phosphor
was then amplified with the data by the image intensifier.

We replaced the optical image intensifier in one S’SC with a gold coated microcharmel plate in order to
redpce the effect of hard x-rays interactions with the phosphor overwhelming the signal. This modification
re.sidted in an improvement in the spatial resolution of that streak camera. Figure 8 shows the resolution of
SSC-1 measured with the 50 pm slit apertures in a DC x-ray test both with am optical image intensifier and
with a micrahannel plate module. The resolution is improved by about W p over the full length of the
photocathode.

4. EXAMPLE OF DATA ANALYSIS

The SSCS provide time resolved information with orw dimension of spatial resolution. The sweep
record may be used for precise measurements provided the full effects of sweep curvature and flat field are
included in the analysis. We provide an example of Nova data below that relies cm the details of the SSC
sweep for complete analysis.

4.1 Planar foil hydrodynamics

The x-ray drive generated with a hohlraum target on Nova is used in some experiments to accelerate a
planar foil in order to study the growth of instabilities such as the Rayleigh-Ta ylor instabilityy. A planar foi 1
package is attached to a hole in the side of the hohlraum. X-ray ablation of the mwfulated surface launches
shocks into the package, and as it is accelerated, the modulation grows. Detailed measurements of RT growth
rates are made by face-on radiography, where the modulation is measured as a modulation in optical depth in
the foil in x-rays, and compared with simulation.

In order to verify that the simulations are accurate, we measure and compare the overall motion of the
foil due to the x-ray drive. We measure the foil motion with an x-ray streak camera confimred to image the
foil in a side-on geomet~, as shown in Figure 9
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Figure 9: Schematicof the geometry for a
side-on foil trajectory measurement.

Figure 10 Streaked side-cmimage of a CH(Br)
foilawelerated with a hohfraum x-ray drive.



One or two beams of Nova are used to generate an x-ray shadow of the foil as it is acmlerated away
from the side of the hohlraum. An example of a sideon foil trajectory recorded at about 30X magnification is
shown in Figure 10. In this case, we accelerated a 40 ~ thick CH(Br) foil with the x-ray drive fmm a shaped
2.2 ns laser pulse in a standard Nova hohlraum.

Fiducial wires were mounted cn the target near the foil. These wires cast a shadow in the image,
providing an accurate calibration for the magnification of the streak image and the sweep direction ~ the
shot. We use this fiducial wire spacing with the spatial variation of the electron optics magnification as a
function of position along the photocathode to transform position cn the film image to position at the target.
We also use the fiducial wires as an indication of the sweep rate and time sweep direction cn the foil. The
duration of the laser pulse used for the imaging is recorded in x-ray emission. This provides a calibration for
the absolute sweep rate.

The x-ray drive temperature for this example starts at about 140 ev, and rises to >200 ev. Simulations .
of the foil trajectory were done using a measured x-ray drive with the Lasncx computer code [6]. Fully corrected
measurements are plotted in Figure 11 with the simulated foil position.
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Figure 11: C<xnpanson {}f tlw measured foil
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5. SUMMARY

We use Nova target sho[s to characterize the dynamics of the sweep for the SSCS. By using a self-
beating laser pulse wc genm-ak> an x-ray comb. By placing an array of thin SIits in front of the photocathodc,.
we record time-spice cal ibrat ion information about the full phosphor sawn with a single shot.
information may then be analyzed and applied for quantitative analysis of dab recorded with the

cameras.

This -
streak .
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